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Abstract
Merkle hash trees are the state-of-the-art method to protect
the integrity of storage systems. However, using a hash tree
can severely degrade performance, and prior works opti-
mizing them have yet to yield a concrete understanding of
the scalability of certain designs in the context of large-scale
cloud storage systems. In this paper, we take a first-principles
approach to analyzing hash tree performance for storage by
introducing a definition of an optimal hash tree and a princi-
pled methodology for evaluating hash tree designs. We show
that state-of-the-art designs are not scalable; they incur up
to 40.1× slowdowns over an insecure baseline and deliver
<50% of optimal performance across various experiments.
We then exploit the characteristics of optimal hash trees to
design Dynamic Hash Trees (DHTs), hash trees that can adapt
to workload patterns on-the-fly, delivering >95% of optimal
read and write performance and up to 4.2× speedups over
the state-of-the art. Our novel methodology and DHT de-
sign provides a new foundation in the search for integrity
mechanisms that can operate efficiently at scale.
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1 Introduction
An increasing number of attacks against cloud services has
raised significant concerns about how to practically secure
data when outsourcing storage resources. This has fueled sig-
nificant investment and research into trusted cloud storage
systems: storage systems that provide high assurance of the
confidentiality and integrity of data in-memory and on-disk
through hardware-based enforcement mechanisms [4, 13,
32]. To this end, Merkle hash trees have become the state-
of-the-art method to protect the integrity of trusted cloud
storage systems [1, 3, 13, 32, 34, 40].
However, it is widely known that introducing hash trees

on the storage critical path can severely degrade perfor-
mance [21, 23, 45, 48]. Costs stem largely from the signifi-
cant number of hashes that need to be computed from leaf
to root on every read and write to storage. For example,
consider that a 1TB disk contains approx. 268M 4KB blocks.
A typical balanced, binary hash tree over the disk blocks

would have a height of 28, requiring (at least) 28 hashes to
be computed on every read or write request. Considering
the total cost of fetching and verifying hashes, the latency of
completing a single read or write request may far exceed the
baseline latency of reading or writing a single block from a
high-performance storage device (which can be <20𝜇s).

Several works have examined various hash tree optimiza-
tions, mostly in the context of secure memory systems [21,
23], but also recently for storage [1, 3, 13, 32, 34, 40].We focus
specifically on storage, which is subject to vastly different
workload characteristics, capacities, and assumptions about
cache memory size. While state-of-the-art works optimizing
hash trees have claimed to be scalable, we observe that they
are not—incurring up to 40.1× slowdowns under realistic
workloads. We attribute this inconsistency to the fact that
prior works have yet to yield a principled framework within
which to evaluate hash tree performance.

In this paper, we take a first-principles approach to ana-
lyzing hash tree performance in the context of cloud block
storage. First, we observe that prior works lack awell-defined
performance target: it remains unclear how to evaluatewhether
a hash tree design is performing optimally [27], or even what
performance is practically achievable, in a given system. Un-
derstanding optimal performance is important to understand-
ing scalability limits. We ask the fundamental question: How
can we model an optimal hash tree for cloud block storage?
We show that the problem of finding an optimal hash tree
can be reduced to the problem of finding an optimal prefix
tree in the context of lossless data compression [25]. More
specifically, by constructing a hash tree as an optimal pre-
fix code, we can produce a hash tree that achieves optimal
throughput under a given workload profile.
Next, we observe the lack of a principled methodology

to qualitatively evaluate how well a design performs across
the various parameters that characterize cloud block storage
deployments, including capacity, read/write ratio, cache size,
and workload type [3, 42]. For example, a hash tree may
appear to have high overheads, but actually be performing
optimally, which suggests that complimentary optimizations
(e.g., parallelization) may be the only way to break the per-
formance ceiling. Towards this, we introduce a new method
to instantiate an optimal hash tree in an offline setting (i.e.,
with a priori knowledge of a workload trace) and evaluate
how well a design performs with respect to the optimal.
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Building on our observations of optimal trees, we then
explore the design of an online solution that does not assume
a priori knowledge of workload characteristics, but can learn
and adapt to workload patterns on-the-fly. It is know that
real-world workloads are characterized by skewed access
patterns (i.e., with high reference locality, where a small
number of blocks are accessed much more frequently than
others) across all layers of the memory hierarchy [3, 16,
30, 47, 50]. In an offline setting, this manifests as optimal
hash trees often being far from balanced. Thus, frequently
accessed blocks have shorter verification/update paths in
the tree than infrequently accessed blocks. Towards this,
we introduce a novel dynamic, unbalanced hash tree design
called Dynamic Hash Trees (DHTs). DHTs are based on the
splay trees commonly used in garbage collection and IP
routing lookup [43], and they self-adjust to remain adaptive
to workload characteristics observed at runtime.
We implemented DHTs and the state-of-the-art designs

and evaluated them in a real cloud setting with AWS EC2
instances and EBS block devices. Our experiments under
realistic workload patterns and across various system con-
figurations show that: (1) state-of-the-art static, balanced
trees [13, 21–23, 34] are not scalable, incurring up to 40.1×
slowdowns over an insecure baseline and delivering less
than <50% of optimal throughput on average; and (2) DHTs
can capitalize on skewed access patterns, delivering >95%
of optimal throughput and up to 4.2× speedups on read and
write performance over the state-of-the-art.

We conclude that for cloud block storage, balanced trees
are ill-suited as the base construction of a hash tree, and
DHTs are a preferable alternative. DHTs are an existence
proof that online approaches are feasible to implement and
even simple heuristics can significantly improve performance
over the state-of-the-art. Our methodology and DHT design
provides a new foundation in the search for integrity mech-
anisms that can operate efficiently at scale. Our code is plug-
and-play into standard Linux systems and is open-sourced
at [Anonymized link].

2 Background

Cloud Block Storage. Block storage systems are a backbone
of modern cloud infrastructure. As shown in Figure 1, they
sit at the lowest level in the software stack and serve as the
primary storage interface for various higher-level software.
They are composed of three key components: clients, block
layer, and cloud storage devices. Clients are any software re-
quiring persistent storage, such as remote user clients of
personal cloud drives, virtual machines, cloud-hosted appli-
cations, etc. The client’s block layer implements protocols
to communicate with local or remote cloud storage devices
(also called disks or volumes) and exposes a simple block
read/write interface to clients. Widely used cloud block stor-
age services include AWS Elastic Block Store [6], Google
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Figure 1. Our system model captures common deployment
scenarios for cloud block storage. The block layer (and client
code) runs inside a trusted environment, while cloud storage
devices managed by the public cloud provider are untrusted.

Cloud Persistent Disks [15], and Microsoft Azure Managed
Disks [7]—none of which provides cryptographic integrity
protection to customers by default.

Merkle Hash Trees. Merkle hash trees have become the
state-of-the-art method to protect the integrity of arbitrary
datasets [13, 23, 32, 34, 40]. As shown in Figure 2, a Merkle
hash tree (or more simply, a hash tree) is typically a balanced
binary tree, with each node in the tree containing a hash
value. We note that higher-degree trees (e.g., 64-ary) have
been considered in other contexts such as secure memory
systems [45]; we defer discussion of these designs to Sec-
tion 7. A leaf node contains the hash (MAC) of a data block
(and a cipher IV when encrypting data), and an internal node
contains the hash of the concatenation of the hashes of its
two children. Internal node hashes are iteratively computed
from leaf to root, and the root hash authenticates the current
contents of the storage device and is typically stored in a
secure location (e.g., in a TPM on the client machine [39]).
All other nodes in the tree are stored on disk alongside the
data. The number of leaf nodes in the tree 𝑛 is equal to the
number of blocks on the storage device, and the total number
of tree nodes is 2𝑛 − 1.
There are two primitive operations on a hash tree: verifi-

cation and update. When a block is read, it must be verified
against the root hash. The client’s block layer first fetches
the (encrypted) block data, MAC, and cipher IV from disk.
It checks that the retrieved MAC is consistent with the re-
trieved block data by rehashing the data and comparing.
It then fetches the proof of authenticity, a set of auxiliary
hashes along the path from the accessed leaf to the root (see
nodes highlighted in blue). The retrieved MAC is inserted
into the tree at the appropriate leaf position, and parent
hashes are iteratively computed along the authentication
path using the auxiliary hashes (see red arrows). The com-
puted root hash is then compared against the known root
hash. If the two hashes match, verification succeeds. Block
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Figure 2. A Merkle hash tree protects against data corrup-
tion, relocation, and replay attacks with a tree of hashes. The
client’s block layer uses a Merkle hash tree to authenticate
data when it is read from or written to storage.

updates are handled similarly, with the update committed
by saving the new root hash to the secure location.
Caching hashes in a fast memory is also a standard hash

tree optimization [3, 23]. Caching provides two advantages:
(1) it reduces I/O costs associatedwith fetching hashes during
a verification or update, and (2) it enables early returns when
fetching and verifying nodes (during either a verification or
update), because cached nodes are already authenticated.

3 Security Model

Trust Model. We assume the clients and block layer are
trusted, while cloud storage devices managed by the public
cloud provider are untrusted. This trust model broadly cap-
tures practical deployment scenarios of trusted storage [4, 9,
26, 44]. For example, for trusted cloud drives, the block layer
and all other client code would run in a trusted environment,
the remote user’s machine, and send read/write requests to
storage over a network. For trusted VMs or cloud-hosted
applications, the block layer and all other client code would
run inside of a trusted execution environment [32] on a cloud
server, similarly sending read/write requests to local or re-
mote storage [13, 40]. In either case, the block layer runs
underneath the application code, within the trust boundary,
and bridges the application to untrusted block storage.

Threat Model. Attacks on cloud block storage may come
from either a malicious cloud provider, co-tenant, or another
authorized client of the block storage service [13, 21]. We
focus specifically on attacks causing integrity violations: any
block written to or read from disk may be tampered with. For
example, an attacker may corrupt data blocks before they are
delivered up to the block layer. They may perform relocation
attacks, where blocks are deliberately read from or written

to incorrect block addresses. Finally, they may replay an old
version of a block to the block layer.

Security Requirements. Three integrity properties are re-
quired of trusted cloud block storage: correctness (protects
against corruptions), spatial uniqueness (protects against
relocations), and temporal uniqueness (protects against re-
plays) [5]. Merkle hash trees are the standard method to en-
sure all three properties, and in particular, replay protection
(which per-block hashes cannot ensure). Their use is becom-
ing increasingly important in practice for both storage and
memory [2, 3, 23, 31]. For example, hash trees can prevent an
adversary from reverting (i.e., replaying) system/application
software to a known vulnerable state: the root hash reflects
the current version of the storage device, so a replay attack
would require changing the root hash, which is stored in a
secure location and is out of control of the attacker.
We note that to achieve better performance, some prior

works have loosened security requirements by permitting
lazy verification or splitting the hash tree into multiple inde-
pendent trees [3, 22]. However, lazy verification introduces
a window of vulnerability, during which an attacker can vio-
late one or more integrity properties. Splitting the hash tree
also precludes having global correctness for any data within
a single security domain. We therefore do not consider lazy
verification or splitting in our analysis.

4 Optimal Hash Trees
Prior works have explored various hash tree optimizations [3,
21, 23, 42], but have yet to concretely characterize what tech-
niques perform well (or best) and when [27]. We address
this problem by introducing a novel definition of an optimal
hash tree. Having an optimal tree serves two purposes: it
establishes an upper bound on performance (Section 5), and
it helps to understand what characteristics of the tree struc-
ture are correlated with high-performance, which will help
inform new designs (Section 6).

4.1 Optimal Definition
Overheads from storage-level mechanisms are largely at-
tributable to two things: compute costs and I/O costs. For
hash trees, this means that if cache performance is poor,
then I/O costs may be the bottleneck. In contrast, if cache
hit rates are high, then performance is directly related to
how quickly hashes can be computed to complete a verifi-
cation or update—that is, how efficient the base structure of
the hash tree is. Prior works have identified that even small
caches are very efficient, but as we will show in Section 7,
state-of-the-art static, balanced hash trees still cannot scale
to large capacities; this is largely due to an increased tree
size and thus increased hashing costs. This motivates our
search for a more efficient tree structure.
We observe that the problem of finding an optimal hash

tree can be reduced to the problem of finding an optimal
3
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Figure 3. A Huffman tree is an optimal prefix tree. A hash
tree constructed as a Huffman tree with a given access prob-
ability distribution is an optimal hash tree.

prefix tree (or prefix code) in the context of lossless data
compression [36]. Prefix codes map a set of symbols onto a
set of codewords, with the goal of compression being that
codewords are as short as possible to produce a maximally
compressed representation of the original data. An example
is shown in Figure 3. More formally:

Theorem 1. A hash tree constructed as an optimal prefix code
is optimal for a fixed access probability distribution.

Proof. Let 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛} be a symbol alphabet and
𝑊 = {𝑤1,𝑤2, . . . ,𝑤𝑛} be a set of associated symbol weights.
Let 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐𝑛} be a prefix code that represents the
set of codewords for symbols in 𝐴. A prefix code 𝐶 is said
to be optimal if it minimizes the expected codeword length:
argmin𝐶

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 |𝑐𝑖 |, 𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 . The length of a codeword is the

number of bits in a codeword, or equivalently, the number of
edges in the path from the root to the symbol leaf in the prefix
tree representation of 𝐶 . Huffman coding is a widely-used
algorithm to produce optimal prefix codes [25].
Now let 𝐵 = {𝑏1, 𝑏2, . . . , 𝑏𝑛} be a set of disk blocks and

𝐹 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, . . . , 𝑓𝑛} be a set of access frequencies to blocks
determined by some known workload profile. Suppose we
map each block 𝑏𝑖 to a symbol 𝑎𝑖 and each access frequency
𝑓𝑖 to a symbol weight𝑤𝑖 . Running Huffman’s algorithm on
𝐴 and𝑊 produces a prefix code with expected codeword
length

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 |𝑐𝑖 | =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 |.

In the compression domain, the number of edges repre-
sents the number of bits needed to parse a symbol’s code-
word, while in the hash tree domain it represents the number
of hashes that must be computed from leaf to root for a block.
A hash tree constructed as a Huffman code minimizes the
expected number of hashes computed during an update or
verification and is therefore an optimal hash tree. □

4.2 Extended Optimal Definition
Now we extend our optimal definition to consider the effects
of cache performance. Note that both data blocks and hashes
can be cached in main memory. In the compression domain,
codeword paths in an (optimal) prefix tree can be parsed in
a constant amount of work per edge, giving a total amount
of work:

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 ( |𝑐𝑖 | · 𝑂 (1)) = 𝑂 (1) · ∑𝑛

𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 |𝑐𝑖 |. However
computing a hash requires (at least) two hash fetches in a
binary hash tree: the node’s two children. If both hashes
are present in memory, fetch costs are negligible and the
amount of work is similarly optimal:

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 ( |𝑏𝑖 | · 𝑂 (1)) =

𝑂 (1) ·∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 |. Otherwise if theymust be fetched from disk,

I/O costs are non-negligible:
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 ( |𝑏𝑖 | ·𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 )) =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 | ·
𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 ), for some function 𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 ).

We can model the incurred I/O costs using the average
memory access time formula:

AMAT = hit time +miss rate ×miss penalty
=⇒ 𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 ) = mem latency +miss rate × reauth latency
=⇒ 𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 ) = 𝐻 +𝑚𝐷 = 𝑂 (1) +𝑚𝐷

(1)
where𝐻 is a fixedmemory access cost,𝑚 is themiss rate of

a node fetch inmemory, and𝐷 is a fixed fetch/reauthentication
cost. Substituting this in, the total amount of work is:

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 | · 𝑡 (𝑏𝑖 ) =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 | · (𝑂 (1) +𝑚𝐷)

= 𝑂 (1) ·
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 |︸             ︷︷             ︸
base work

+𝑚𝐷 ·
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 |︸           ︷︷           ︸
I/O costs

.
(2)

Remark. From our model, we see that higher miss rates
for block hashes incur more work per edge, proportional
to the expected number of hashes that must be computed
per update or verification. Specifically, at a given miss rate,
the incurred I/O costs follow the same distribution as the
underlying access probability distribution: hotter data has a
lower expected amount of base work and incurs lower I/O
costs, while colder data has a higher expected amount and
incurs higher I/O costs.
We also see that with an optimal cache (𝑚 = 0.0), the

expected total amount of work is exactly optimal. How-
ever, it has been empirically observed that as cache size
decreases, miss rates increase with a power law [14], and
thus as the cache size decreases, expected I/O costs increase
with a power law. This implies that the performance of hash
trees is very sensitive to cache size. In particular, as cache
memory can be financially costly on cloud servers, being
able to synergize well with relatively smaller caches (w.r.t.
larger disks) is critical to a practical hash tree deployment.
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Moreover, a Huffman tree is optimal under a fixed set of
weights (cf. access probability distribution). If the symbol se-
quence (cf. block access sequence) observed while compress-
ing a message (cf. during a program trace) exactly matches
the one used to construct the tree, then the tree will be ex-
actly optimal (i.e., provide optimal throughput). However,
if the sequence deviates from the one used to construct the
tree, the tree will not be exactly optimal. In this case, I/O
costs will also increase at an amount proportional to the
distance between the access probability distributions.

5 Optimal Tree Oracle
We now introduce a new method to instantiate an optimal
hash tree in an offline setting. Our optimal definition pro-
vides that, if we have knowledge of a concrete block access
sequence (i.e., workload trace), we can instantiate an optimal
hash tree from the trace. In an offline setting, where we have
access to workload traces (e.g., recorded with standard tools
like blktrace), we can feasibly do so. Replaying the trace
against the optimal tree will then determine the maximum
performance achievable under the given workload. Replay-
ing the trace against other hash tree designs will reveal how
they perform with respect to the optimal.
We refer to this methodology as the optimal tree oracle,

and it allows us to measure a concrete upper bound on per-
formance. The primary purpose is to understand whether
overheads over the baseline should be attributed to a funda-
mental scaling limit or to the structure of the tree itself. For
example, a hash tree may be performing optimally, but have
high overheads, which would suggest that complimentary
optimizations (e.g., parallelization) may be the only way to
break the performance ceiling. In contrast, a hash tree that
does not perform optimally under a given workload may
require a fundamental redesign.
We liken this approach to Belady’s optimal page replace-

ment algorithm [8], a clairvoyant algorithm that has a priori
knowledge of future memory accesses and can make optimal
page replacement decisions. This gives us the ability to make
rigorously grounded conclusions about when a hash tree
design performs well and when.

5.1 Workflow
The above procedure is composed of five steps (Figure 4).

(1) Workload Generation Workload traces are first col-
lected from applications or generated with standard
benchmark tools like fio. The traces are composed of
tuples of the form: (𝑜𝑝, 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡, 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ), where 𝑜𝑝 is
either read or write.

(2) Parameter Configuration The system is then provi-
sioned with the appropriate storage capacity, hash
cache size, and read/write-ratio for workloads. The
hash cache size is configured as a percentage of the
total number of nodes in the hash tree. For example,

Generate workloads1

Configure parameters2

Construct optimal tree
offline

3

Replay trace45

Craft block traces

Provision block devices for
data and hash storage
Configure cache size

Craft optimal tree
from trace and
serialize to disk

Analysis
Compute optimality score
under the given system
and workload parameters

Configure R/W ratio

Flush system caches
and replay against
the block device

Load trace

Figure 4.We rigorously evaluate performance by using an
optimal tree oracle, which assumes knowledge of a workload
trace and uses it to construct an optimal hash tree offline.

a 1 TB disk has approx. 268M 4 KB blocks and there-
fore 536M tree nodes. A cache size of 10% would hold
53.6M nodes, and with 72 B nodes (Section 7.1), would
occupy 3.8 GB of memory.

(3) Optimal Hash Tree Construction The generatedwork-
loads are run through Huffman’s algorithm offline to
produce an optimal hash tree. The tree is then serial-
ized to disk to prepare to run the traces against it.

(4) Trace Replay A trace is then loaded into memory and
replayed against each hash tree construction in a serial
fashion. System caches are flushed before each experi-
ment to reduce interference between experiments.

(5) Analysis Examining the performance of each hash tree
design across a design space parameterized by capac-
ity, cache size ratio, read/write ratio, and workload
skewness allows us to understand where certain de-
sign points perform well or break down.

We defer analysis with the optimal tree oracle to Section 7.

6 Dynamic Hash Trees
State-of-the-art hash tree designs rely on static, balanced
tree structures [1, 45], and balanced trees are specifically
optimized for uniform access patterns. However, real-world
storage workloads most often exhibit skewed access pat-
terns [3, 16, 30, 47, 50]. Consequently, state-of-the-art de-
signs leave a significant amount of performance on the table
(Section 7). We hypothesize that we can use reference locality
as a lever to achieve higher performance. This section builds
on our observations of optimal trees to explore a novel hash
tree design that exploits reference locality by learning and
adapting to workload patterns on-the-fly.

6.1 Challenges

Finding a Suitable Tree Structure. Unlike the balanced
hash trees used in state-of-the-art designs, optimal hash trees
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Figure 5. Storage workloads are skewed (top) [30], which
suggests that the operations on the hash tree are also heavily
skewed towards particular regions. This manifests in opti-
mal hash trees (bottom) often being from balanced: under
a Zipf(2.5) access probability distribution, the leaf heights
show distinct regions of relatively hotter and colder data.

produced by Huffman codes are often far from balanced.
Figure 5 shows an example under a Zipf(2.5) probability
distribution over 8192 blocks (32 MB disk). In a balanced
tree, leaf node heights should be constant at 13 levels. We
see two distinct regions representing hotter (height ≈ 10)
and colder data (height ≈ 30).
Yet, workloads characteristics can also vary over time:

access patterns may still be skewed but regions of interest
may change, or some periods of time may be characterized
by more uniform access patterns. This is particularly true for
storage that is shared by multiple cooperating applications
or users. Thus, a tree that is optimal at one point in time may
not be optimal for another (i.e., dynamically optimal). An
online solution therefore must not only be able to capture
hot data by placing more frequently accessed nodes higher
in the tree, but also be able to dynamically adapt to changes
in what particular data is deemed hot or cold over time.

Online tree optimization solutions have been widely stud-
ied, particularly for search. Most algorithms focus on keeping
trees balanced to reduce worst-case running time. We explic-
itly aim to remove the balance constraint; commonly used
self-balancing trees such as AVL trees are therefore ill-fit for
our use case. Instead, we aim for a more aggressive optimiza-
tion: to allow the tree to become unbalanced as necessary,
but be driven by the workload.

Managing Restructuring Costs.While intuitively it makes
sense that unbalanced trees should be able to exploit skewed
patterns by placing more frequently accessed leaf hashes
closer to the root, realizing this is in a real system is a non-
trivial problem. The mechanics of adapting trees involve a
series of rotations. While rotations are cheap for search trees,
consisting of a series of pointer updates, they are expensive
for hash trees, as we have to recompute hashes for all nodes
from the rotation point up to the root; this applies when
nodes are rotated during either verifications or updates.
The costs of rotating nodes in the tree may therefore

quickly outweigh any expected benefits of moving frequent
nodes closer to the root. The cost of a rotation itself is also
not constant, but proportional to the current height of the
nodes involved in the rotation. Further, search trees permit
all nodes to be searchable, but as mentioned, only leaf nodes
are searchable in a hash tree. We therefore must maintain
the invariant that during a rotation, a leaf remains a leaf
and an internal node remains an internal node. Otherwise, a
rotation will result in an invalid tree structure.

6.2 Randomized Splaying
We draw a connection to a widely used data structure in
garbage collection and IP routing lookup: splay trees [43].
Splay trees are a type of binary search tree that brings an
accessed leaf to the root through a series of rotations. Im-
portantly, splay trees capture temporal locality by keeping
frequently accessed nodes closer to the root (Figure 6). How-
ever, naively used, the cost of splaying can be extremely
expensive, and splaying too frequently or opportunistically
may keep the tree more balanced than desired. We adapt the
conventional splay tree design to meet the constraints of a
hash tree. Our heuristic algorithm consists of three parame-
ters and is performed in two steps.

Heuristic Parameters.We define three parameters: a splay
window flag 𝑤 , splay probability 𝑝 , and splay distance 𝑑 .
The splay window flag can be toggled on or off to indicate
whether or not the splay window is active (i.e., whether or
not we should consider a tree node to be splayed). This no-
tion is useful because there may be certain periods at runtime
where splaying should necessarily not occur. This may be
the case, for example, if the system administrator has knowl-
edge of current application access patterns or profiles them
periodically, or if other background storage tasks may be in
progress that require stability of data (e.g., health checks).

If the splay window is active, the splay probability denotes
the probability that an accessed node should be splayed. The
key intuition is that splaying is an expensive operation, but
certain workload characteristics may be discernible by only
examining and splaying nodes on a random subset of ac-
cesses. Finally, if a node is decided to be splayed, the splay
distance defines the maximum number of levels that the
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Figure 6. Splay trees are a type of binary search tree that
capture temporal locality by bringing an accessed leaf closer
to the root.We use a splay-based hash tree design to similarly
capture temporal locality in cloud block storage workloads.

node should be splayed (i.e., promoted) up the tree. This en-
tire process occurs at the end of each verification or update
call and before anything is returned to the caller. We note
that this task could be offloaded to a background thread, but
would trade-off giving the caller a timely integrity check,
which may violate integrity guarantees; we defer closer ex-
amination of this issue to future work.

6.3 Technical Approach

Analyzing Data Hotness. The splay distance is the cen-
tral parameter that determines the effectiveness of a splay
operation. Determining a suitable splay distance is challeng-
ing, as there is an inherent risk vs. reward trade-off when
splaying a node. Splaying any node all the way to the root
may be very beneficial if a node is relatively hot, as future
accesses to the data can quickly benefit from the promotion.
However, doing so would be severely wasteful if the node is
cold, as the tree will then require several additional rotations
to eventually promote hotter data and demote the cold data
from a higher position in the tree. Finding an accurate and
practical hotness metric is critical to balancing this trade-off.
We define the hotness of any tree node as the relative

access frequency of the node with respect to other nodes. We
track hotness of both leaves (i.e., blocks) and internal nodes
(which indicate the hotness of particular subtrees/blocks).
We attach an integer hotness counter to each tree node that
is incremented whenever a node is promoted in the tree and
decremented whenever a node is demoted in the tree. Thus,
the hotness counter serves as a proxy that not only captures
the relative access frequencies of nodes, but also the relative
height differences in the tree as nodes are rotated.

The counter is initialized to zero after the node is authenti-
cated and cached; the hotness of nodes that are not currently
cached in memory is therefore not tracked. This allows us to
localize our analysis of data hotness to the working set. Note
that this approach can significantly affect performance for
small caches, as it will be difficult to draw a contrast between
relatively hotter, warmer, and colder data when counters are
reset frequently. Nonetheless, the splay distance is a function
of the hotness. The splay distance is computed in a straight-
forward manner: at a distance proportional to the hotness.
For simplicity, we set the splay distance to be ℎ levels, where
ℎ is the current hotness value of the accessed leaf.

Intuitively, so long as the hotness counters reflect the
relative access frequencies of nodes, nodes accessed more
frequently will be splayed further towards the root. More-
over, note that our initial exploration into this space could
be expanded with sketching algorithms, machine learning,
or other more sophisticated techniques [24].

Promotion & Demotion. After computing the splay dis-
tance, the final step is to execute the splay operation. Splay-
ing a DHT is done in nearly the same way as it is in a search
tree. There are three cases to consider when splaying a node:
zig, zig-zig, and zig-zag (Figure 6). In a zig case, the node’s
parent is the root, and we rotate the node up to the root.
In a zig-zig case, the node’s parent is not the root, and the
node and the node’s parent are either both left or right chil-
dren. In this case, we perform two rotations along the same
direction to rotate the node up two levels. In the zig-zag
case, the node’s parent is not the root, and the node and the
node’s parent are opposite-side children. Thus, we perform
two rotations along opposite directions to rotate the node
up two levels.
A consequence of splaying is that an accessed node will

either be promoted two levels (or to the root). Neighboring
nodes will similarly be promoted opportunistically as a side-
effect of the splay. This provides two benefits. Nodes that
are accessed frequently will therefore have an increasingly
shorter path to the root, making verifications and updates
quicker. More subtly, nodes that are accessed in close tem-
poral proximity will slowly accumulate in nearby regions of
the tree, allowing to exploit spatial locality within the tree.

Maintaining Hash Tree Invariants.We make three key
changes to the standard splay operation to maintain three
tree invariants. First, during a splay, we must ensure that a
leaf node remains a leaf node and an internal node remains
an internal node. Otherwise, a rotation will result in an in-
valid tree structure. For example, if a leaf node is splayed to
the root, the root will become a leaf node, which is invalid.
Whenever a block is read or written, we therefore execute a
splay on the accessed leaf’s parent rather than the leaf.

Next, we propagate the child status (left/right) to the splay
operation, and swap the children of the parent node and the
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Parameter Description

Capacity Usable capacity for data blocks
Read/write ratio Distribution of reads and writes
Cache size ratio Cache size as % of tree size

Table 1. We evaluate scalability by varying key parameters.

accessed node where necessary. This preserves the struc-
tural constraint for a valid hash tree while still ensuring the
maximum degree of promotion for the accessed node.
Finally, splaying naturally introduces inconsistency into

the tree, as it alters parent-child relationships: altering the
tree structure will cause any subsequent hash fetches on a
cache miss to fail due to an inconsistent root hash. We must
therefore ensure that the tree remains in a consistent state
by preemptively fetching (and authenticating) all auxiliary
hashes before performing a rotation, then using them to
commit the change immediately after. That is, parent hashes
up to the root are recomputed per rotation. While updates
can be costly, splaying can reduce these costs over time.

7 Evaluation
Below we evaluate the performance of DHTs in comparison
to two insecure baselines (encryption/no integrity, no encryp-
tion/no integrity) and two state-of-the-art hash tree designs
(binary trees used by dm-verity [1, 12] and high-degree trees
used by VAULT [45]). We also discuss performance in the
context of the optimal hash tree introduced in Section 4. An
overview of our parameters is shown in Table 1.

7.1 Experiment Setup

Implementation.We implement all three hash tree designs
in 4 K lines of C++. We use the BDUS framework to imple-
ment custom virtual block devices [20]. BDUS provides a
virtual block device abstraction layer for file systems or ap-
plication software on standard Linux systems. It has a kernel
module that exposes block layer hooks to userspace, and a
userspace library that exposes a simple API to application
code. The two primary functions of interest are read() and
write(), which are invoked by the kernel whenever a block
is read from or written to the block device, respectively. We
perform a verify operation immediately after a block is read
and an update operation immediately before a block is writ-
ten to disk. Note that we consider a hash tree at the block
layer like many prior works [10, 12, 28, 38]; our basic data
unit therefore aligns with the disk I/O size (4 KB).

Testbed. We perform all experiments in a real cloud setting
using AWS EC2 m6id.8xlarge instances, which are equipped
with 32 logical cores, 128 GB memory, and 2 TB locally-
attached NVMe SSDs operating at full bandwidth. We pro-
vision additional AWS EBS SSD volumes as necessary to

match the capacity specified per experiment. We reinitialize
hash trees between each experiment, use a standard LRU
cache replacement policy, and we set the splay window flag
𝑤 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 and splay probability 𝑝 = 0.01 for DHTs.

Cryptographic Settings. While our focus is on integrity
protection, our broader goal is trusted cloud storage, and
we therefore also encrypt block data in addition to authenti-
cating it. While there are many possible cipher modes and
settings [10, 28], like similar works [5, 13, 45] we ensure de-
terministic authenticated encryption through AES running
in GCM mode. We use a 128-bit encryption key for blocks.
The MACs produced during the encryption process are used
as the leaves in the hash tree. For internal nodes, we compute
256-bit HMACs using SHA-256 with a 256-bit key.

Workloads. Storage workloads are known to have a skewed
shape [30]. Prior works benchmarking storage systems rely
heavily on standard tool suites like fio or YCSB to generate
skewed workloads, which primarily follow a Zipfian distri-
bution [3, 16, 50]. Like these other works, we generate a set
of Zipfian workloads with fio and record the traces such that
we can compute an optimal tree and replay them against
each hash tree design. We note that optimal trees and DHTs
see qualitatively similar results across different Zipfian pa-
rameters, with larger speedups observed under increased
skewness. For Zipfian workloads, we experiment with a pa-
rameter of 2.5, but note that prior measurement studies have
characterized workloads as having Zipfian shapewith param-
eters ranging from 1 to 5 [49]. We note that DHTs and bal-
anced hash trees observe similar performance under uniform
workloads and focus our analysis on non-uniformworkloads,
which are most often seen in practice.

We also supplement analysis of Zipfian workloads with a
recent dataset of block-level traces published by Alibaba in
2023 [30]. The traces are recorded over a set of 1000 logical
volumes with different capacities, and each record in a trace
is a tuple of the form (𝑜𝑝, 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡, 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ). We perform a pre-
processing step to prepare the traces for use in our evaluation
framework, which requires scaling the I/O offsets and lengths
to the capacity specified per experiment. For our experiments,
we randomly sample one device (logical volume ID 4) from
the dataset, but note that the characteristics of each volume
are qualitatively the same: the mean write ratio is >98%
(due to higher-level caches likely handling reads, and only
write requests causing I/O) and the traces are heavily skewed
towards small regions of the disk. Note that we focus analysis
of these traces on write performance, because there are too
few read requests to draw any meaningful conclusions.

State-of-the-art & Insecure Baselines.We focus our anal-
ysis of the state-of-the-art and DHTs against the optimal and
two insecure baselines (no encryption/integrity, no encryp-
tion/no integrity). We note that our focus is on storage, and
the state-of-the-art for storage systems is dm-verity-style
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Figure 7. Comparison of DHTs, balanced trees, the optimal, and two insecure baselines across various capacities. DHTs
provide up to a 4.2× speedup over state-of-the-art designs.

trees—static, balanced, binary trees. The state-of-the-art for
secure memories relies on static, balanced, high-degree (e.g.,
64-ary) trees [45]. The intuition is that a larger node degree
will reduce the tree height and thus the total hashing costs.
Owing to their success in memory systems, we also examine
high-degree trees for storage for juxtaposition.

7.2 Results
We focus our analysis on three questions:

1. How well can state-of-the-art hash tree designs scale
with capacity, cache size, and read/write ratio?

2. To what extent can DHTs or state-of-the-art designs de-
liver optimal performance?

3. What are the memory and storage overheads associated
with implementing DHTs?

Scaling with Capacity. Figure 7 shows the IOPS and la-
tencies observed across various capacities and under two
workloads. The Zipfian experiment is configured with a read
ratio of 1%, which reflects the read ratio observed in the
Alibaba trace. We make three key observations.

First, both read and write performance of binary and 64-
ary hash trees decreases logarithmically with capacity. Under

the Zipfian workload, they observe up to 3.5× and 4× IOPS
slowdowns over the no encryption/no integrity baseline,
respectively. Under the Alibaba workload, they also incur
increasing slowdowns as capacity scales, with up to a 40.1×
slowdown at 8TB capacity. The average latencies also show
the same pattern. Notably, 64-ary trees, which are state-
of-the-art for secure memory systems, incur up to a 6.3×
slowdown under the Zipfianworkload and a 35.9× slowdown
under the Alibaba workload. Note that 64-ary trees must be
initialized with a capacity that is a power of 64. We also note
that since the traces are scaled to our experiment capacity,
IOPS generally decreases (due to scaled I/O sizes being larger)
but the effective bandwidths remain the same.
In contrast, DHTs provide up to a 2.3× and 4.2× write

IOPS speedup over binary and 64-ary hash trees, respec-
tively. They also provide up to 2.7× and 4× write latency
speedups over binary trees and 64-ary trees, respectively.
Importantly, even as capacity increases, DHTs can reliably
deliver the same amount of IOPS. These results show that
static nature of state-of-the-art methods cannot capture pat-
terns in workloads, and DHTs can more reliably scale to
larger capacities. In fact, DHTs deliver >70% of the baseline
throughput across all studied capacities under the Zipfian
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Figure 8. Write (top) and read (bottom) performance under the zipf2.5 workload w.r.t. cache size, read ratio, and I/O size.

workload. Although they also provide >1.7× speedups over
the state-of-the-art under the Alibaba workload, overheads
compared to the insecure baseline are still high in general,
due to I/O sizes being larger. Future work could extend bal-
anced trees and DHTs to support (safe) delaying/batching of
writes to efficiently support large write requests. However,
as reflected in the Zipfian workload, when workloads are
mostly composed of small 4KB writes (which occurs most
often in practice [30]), DHTs deliver the lowest overhead
compared to the insecure baseline.
We now focus on the Zipfian traces to more broadly ex-

plore the parameter space.

Scaling with Cache Size. Figure 8 (left) shows performance
with respect to cache size. Note that we specify cache size
as a ratio of the tree size, and therefore the absolute cache
size varies with the storage capacity. We make one key ob-
servation: small caches are very efficient. As the cache size
increases beyond 1%, throughputs observed under each hash
tree design do not increase. Yet, at a cache size ratio of 100%
(which is unrealistic in practice, but is useful for modeling a
perfect cache), DHTs still observe the same speedups. Thus,
all hash tree designs make efficient use of available cache
memory, but the structure of DHTs enables them to provide
higher performance at a lower cache budget (we discuss this
in more detail below). This shows that DHTs can provide
large speedups at various operating points for cache size.

Scaling with Read/Write Ratio. Figure 8 (middle) shows
how the performance changes with respect to the read/write
ratio. We expect that at higher read ratios, DHTs, balanced,
and optimal trees will all observe higher absolute through-
puts, as reads can be quickly served by early returns due to
caching. However, we see a very sharp performance drop
for balanced trees when there is a significant proportion
of writes. Note that writes are expensive becauase, unlike
read requests, writes must always be serialized to the root

to ensure consistency with the root hash and the data disk.
At a read ratio of 50%, we see that writes become costly for
balanced trees: DHTs are 1.7× faster.

At a read ratio of 1%, DHTs are 2.3× faster. The latter case
is most often observed in practice, largely because higher-
level caches (e.g., application caches) can efficiently serve
reads, leaving I/Os sent to storage to be mostly writes. No-
tably, even when workloads are read-heavy, DHTs deliver
comparable performance to the state-of-the-art. We attribute
this to the fact that DHTs inherit the theoretical guarantees
of splay trees, which ensure 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛) amortized lookup (i.e.,
verification or update) time. Thus, DHTs can perform at least
as good as the balanced trees on average, for either read- or
write-heavy workloads.

Scaling with I/O Size. Figure 8 (right) shows how perfor-
mance changes with respect to I/O size. With increased I/O
size, IOPS generally decreases, but bandwidth remains the
same. We make two key observations. First, DHTs provide
>2.3× speedups over balanced trees across each I/O size.With
large 128K I/Os, the slowdowns of each hash tree design with
respect to the insecure baseline increases due to increased
per-I/O costs. In the context of the insecure baseline, the
block layer in the kernel can mitigate per-I/O costs through
optimizations like write buffering/batching. Balanced hash
trees and DHTs could both be extended with (safe) write
buffering/batching to reduce the gap with the insecure base-
line. However, we note that the speedups observed by DHTs
should scale proportionally.

Achieving Optimal Performance. Our optimal model
helped informed the design of DHTs but also allows us to
measure a concrete upper bound on performance. Figure 7
and Figure 8 also characterize the performance of balanced
trees and DHTs with respect to the optimal. Note that we
provide optimal results only for the Zipfian traces. The pro-
cess of scaling the Alibaba traces (e.g., scaling a 1TB disk
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Memory Overhead Storage Overhead

leaf nodes 0.44× 0.29×
internal nodes 0.80× 0.75×

Table 2. DHTs require additional memory/storage to
cache/store each tree node. However, DHTs break even on
this trade-off, because they can provide higher performance
than balanced trees, at a smaller cache budget.

trace down to a trace for a 1GB disk) introduces a loss in
fidelity in the traces and affects the Huffman algorithm in
unpredictable ways. However, we note that constructing the
tree under the original trace yields a tree that provides max-
imum throughput. For example, constructing our optimal
hash tree over a 500GB disk from the original trace of volume
#4 shown in Figure 7 (which was recorded on a 500GB disk)
yields a tree that provides 23K IOPS.

With respect to capacity, we observe for the Zipfian work-
load that DHTs deliver >95% of optimal performance (>42K
IOPS) as capacity scales up, while balanced trees provide
only 55% of optimal performance in the best case at 1GB.
With respect to cache size, read ratio, and I/O size, we ob-
serve similarly that DHTs deliver >95% optimal throughput
across all experiments, while the slowdown factor between
balanced trees and the optimal increases with capacity, write-
heaviness, and I/O size. This shows that balanced hash trees
do not provide a reliable guarantee on performance, while
DHTs provide a stable performance guarantee. We attribute
this to DHTs being based on splay-trees, which are conjec-
tured to provide performance within a constant factor of the
optimal tree structure under any access pattern.

Memory & Storage Overhead.While DHTs provide sev-
eral advantages, they have higher memory and storage re-
quirements than balanced trees. Table 2 shows the memory
overheads for DHTs. DHTs cannot use implicit indexing
like balanced trees, but instead require explicitly storing
parent-child pointers (as integer node IDs) both for nodes
in-memory and on-disk. This implies at least one additional
integer field for leaf nodes, at most three additional integer
fields for internal nodes, and one additional integer hotness
counter field for all nodes.

This may have adverse affects on cache performance, since
less nodes in a DHT can be stored within the same cache
budget as a balanced tree. However, we show that cache hit
rates are very high even for very small caches. Moreover,
DHTs provide better performance at a smaller cache budget
than balanced trees at a higher cache budget. For example, at
a cache budget of 𝑥 for balanced trees, DHTs would occupy
(1.44𝑥 + 1.8𝑥)/2 = 1.62𝑥 cache memory (and storage), but if
DHTs provide a speedup > 1.62𝑥 , then we can conclude that,
in terms of monetary cost, DHTs provide better performance
per bit of cache memory purchased and thus make more

efficient use of available cache memory. As we have shown,
DHTs provide up to 4.2× speedups over balanced trees.

Key takeaway: Our experiments show that under
a realistic set of system configurations and storage
workloads, overheads incurred by state-of-the-art
hash trees are prohibitive. Meeting the demands
of large-scale, high-throughput, low-latency cloud
storage requires a fundamental redesign of integrity
mechanisms. Our observations of optimal tree struc-
tures and DHTs sheds light on how we can break the
scalability limit of prior solutions.

8 Security Analysis
Below we analyze how DHTs remain resilient against the
integrity violations outlined in Section 3.

Data Correctness. Like traditional balanced hash tree de-
signs [45], DHTs authenticate block data with the MACs that
serve as the leaves in the hash tree. The MACs ensure the
correctness of data, and are checked whenever data is read or
written by clients. Violating correctness guarantees would
require a successful MAC forgery attack, which is infeasible
under standard cryptographic assumptions.

Spatial Uniqueness. In DHTs, encryption and MACs are
keyed to the block address by using the address as additional
authenticated data (AAD). This ensures that data contents
have not been corrupted, and also that the data is associated
with the address intended by the client (i.e., blocks are not
swapped before being returned to the client).

Temporal Uniqueness. Like balanced hash trees (Figure 2),
DHTs prevent replay attacks at the block layer by authenti-
cating all reads and writes against the root hash. The root
hash is the trust anchor of the system. While the trees are
structurally different, the root hash serves the same purpose.

9 Discussion
Below we discuss additional considerations regarding DHTs.

Leaf Order Consistency. The most significant difference
from traditional balanced trees is that, in DHTs, nodes may
be rotated to arbitrary locations in the tree. In some domains,
such as blockchains, the leaf order carries meaning. For exam-
ple, transactions represent leaves and must be organized in
some well-defined order. DHTs would violate the integrity of
such an ordering andwould therefore not be suitable for such
a context. In the context of cloud block storage, order does
not matter. That is, nodes can be placed arbitrarily in the tree,
insofar as the hash tree invariants outlined in Section 6 are
met. Consistency in leaf ordering is thus a domain-specific
property. For storage, the hash tree structure itself needs
only provide the conduit to authenticate reads and writes
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against the root hash. As nodes are moved to different loca-
tions in the tree, we still ensure spatial uniqueness by keying
encryption and MAC generation to unique block addresses.

Block Size. Like other works, our basic unit of storage is a
typical 4KB block. Some recent works have explored using
larger block sizes to improve the performance of storage sys-
tems (e.g., 1 MB blocks for object storage). Evidently, using
larger blocks can improve bandwidth utilization. However,
there is no one-size-fits-all solution when choosing a suitable
block size. For example, with larger blocks, if the applica-
tion’s I/O size does not align with the block size, then the
system may suffer from I/O amplification. In the Alibaba
dataset, we also found that a large majority I/Os (>90%) are
small (4KB) for most volumes. We leave future work to ex-
ploring this trade-off in more detail.

10 Related Work
Hash trees have become a core component of many com-
puting systems, including blockchains, secure memories,
etc. [1, 3, 5, 11, 19, 23, 29, 32, 37, 42, 45]. We discuss these
related works below.

SecureMemory Systems. Secure memories have been long-
studied [21, 23, 41, 48]. Their central goal is to provide a
secure environment in which the secrecy and integrity of
application code and data can be assured. Recently, secure
memories have seen widespread commercial success through
implementations such as Intel SGX [13, 32, 40]. At the heart
of a secure memory system is the hash tree, which ensures all
three security properties discussed in Section 3. It is known
that hash trees can severely impact performance, and opti-
mizing them has thus been a central focus of recent research.

State-of-the-art approaches, such as Penglai [21], FastVer [3],
and VAULT [45], have shown that various optimizations like
caching, increasing tree fanout, and parallelization, can en-
sure low-overheads in some contexts (e.g., at small capac-
ities). However, there are several key differences between
these works and our work. First, we focus on persistent stor-
age rather than main memory, which is subject to vastly
different workload characteristics, capacities, and assump-
tions about cache memory size. We considered the state-of-
the-art for secure memories (high-degree trees[22, 41]) for
juxtaposition, and show that such approaches are not appli-
cable to storage. Notably, with larger fanouts, the number of
auxiliary hashes that need to be fetched during an update
or verification increases proportional to the fanout, thus re-
quiring additional hash fetches (and reauthentications on
misses). Moreover, some prior works have decidedly side-
stepped the issue of writes by either suppressing caches dur-
ing updates or limiting analysis to read-heavy or read-only
workloads [3, 42]. Yet, storage workloads are known to be
write-heavy, and we therefore closely examine write-heavy
workloads to understand their implications on scalability.

DHTs take a fundamentally different approach to opti-
mizing the hash tree: instead of increasing tree fanout, we
remove the balance constraint to reduce the height of authen-
tication paths. Specifically, high-degree trees trade-off in-
creased overall fetch costs for reduced height, wheres DHTs
trade-off increased cold-access fetch costs for reduced height.
Further, experiments in prior works have also been lim-

ited to simulation-based analysis and against small capacities
(e.g., 16GB). We report experiments with an implementation
on real block devices and consider a wide range of system
settings: up to several TB capacity, with various cache sizes,
with various read/write ratios. Other works using techniques
such as lazy verification have sacrificed security guarantees
for performance [3]. Because we focus on a more practi-
cal threat model, we do not compare against these works.
However, we note that DHTs could be extended with such
techniques, but leave such an analysis to future work.

Authenticated Data Structures. Hash trees have also been
examined in the broader theoretical context of authenticated
data structures—data structures that have strong integrity
protections [35, 46]—for a variety of real-world problems.
They become a central component of mobile and embedded
device storage: dm-verity has played a pivotal role in provid-
ing verified boot for Android smartphones [1]. Other works
have also examined hash trees in the context of blockchains [11],
certificate revocation systems [33], and provable data pos-
session schemes [18, 19].
These works have highlighted the theoretical efficiency

of different approaches to ensuring integrity of arbitrary
datasets, but there is consensus between the theory and
systems communities that Merkle hash trees are state-of-
the-art method [17]. Our work builds on these efforts by
showing that, while efficient in theory, traditional static,
balanced hash trees still incur substantial overheads in real
systems, and this motivates the design of DHTs.

11 Conclusion
We showed that state-of-the-art hash tree designs incur sig-
nificant performance overheads and cannot scale to meet
the demands of cloud storage systems. We addressed this
problem by introducing a definition of an optimal hash tree,
an oracle methodology to measure whether a hash tree de-
sign performs optimally, and a novel hash tree design called
DHTs that exploits characteristics of optimal trees to provide
up to a 4.2× speedup on read and write performance over
the state-of-the-art. Our contributions provide a new founda-
tion in the search for integrity mechanisms that can operate
efficiently at scale. Notably, we re-characterize the integrity
problem from a static one into a dynamic one, showing the vi-
ability of integrity structures that learn and exploit patterns
in workloads to improve performance. Our code is plug-and-
play into standard Linux systems and is open-sourced at
[Anonymized link].
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